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Let A be an m x n complex matrix and let A* be the conjugate 
transpose of A. The n nonnegative square roots of the eigenvalues of 
the square matrix A*A are called the singular values of A. They will 
be designated by q(A), cc,(A),. . . , cc,(A) and are arranged so that 
a,(A) > a,(A) >, *. . 3 an(A). 
Let f(t) = f(tl, t,, . . . , t,) be a real-valued function defined for all t 3 0 
(i.e., t, > 0, t, > 0,. _ . , t, 3 0) and denote the number 
k(A), Q(A), . . . , an(A)) 
by f^(A). 
If Mwl,, is the mn-dimensional space of all m x PZ matrices over the 
field of complex numbers C, then the set of all linear transformations 
T: M,,, -+ M,,, such that 
/(T(A)) = !(A) 
for all A E M, n will be denoted by d,. 
A transformation T: M,,, + M,,, has a matrix representation of 
degree mn with respect to the lexicographically ordered basis of unit 
matrices Eij = (diSSjJ, 1 < s < m, 1 < t < n, and thus T can be 
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thought of as a complex matrix of order mn. The purpose of this paper 
is to prove the following result concerning the structure of ,_&, under 
rather mild restrictions on f, thereby resolving a question posed in [l]. 
THEOREM 1. Let f satisfy the conditions 
(i) f(t) = 0 if and only if t = 0; 
(ii) f is positively homogeneous of degree p # 0; i.e., f(ct) = Ff(t), 
all c > 0, all t > 0. 
Then &, is a subgroup of the mn-dimensional unitary group U(mn, C) of 
all mn-square complex unitary matrices. 
Before proceeding to the proof we remark that, for n = 1 and f(t) = t,, 
i(A) = K,(A) = @j$ lail12y’“. 
Thus M,,, is just the space of complex m-tuples P, f(A) is the euclidean 
norm of A, and Theorem 1 specializes to the standard result which states 
that any norm preserving transformation T: Cm + Cm must be unitary. 
As another specialization of Theorem 
t,2 + * * * + t,2. Then, if A EM,,,, 
1 we may take f(t) = t12 + 
the euclidean norm of A. Hence ~2, consists of precisely those linear 
transformations T: M,,, ---f M,,, that preserve the euclidean norm of 
each A EM,,,; i.e., .55!f = U(m%, C). 
As a first result we have: 
LEMMA 1. The set RI, is a group and the direct product U(m, C) @ 
U(n, C), consisting of all Kronecker $woducts 
U@V, UEU(m,C), VEU(n,C), 
is a subgroup of dI. Moreover the eigenvalues of each T E &, are of modulus 1. 
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Proof. We first observe that the mapping 
T(A) = UAV, A E Mm,,, 
where U E Mm,,, V E M,,, has the matrix representation U @ V’ with 
respect to the lexicographically ordered basis Eij, 1 < i < m, 1 < j ,( n; 
for, 
T(E,,) = UEiiV 
But the (s, t), (i, i) entry of U @ V’ is just u,~v~~. Now observe that, for 
u E U(WL, C), v E U(n, C), 
q(UAV) = ai( l<i<TZ, 
and hence 
j(A) = j(UAV). 
Since V’ E U(n, C) we conclude that U @ V E J&‘~. 
It is clear that CQZ, is closed under multiplication since, if T, E s?~, 
T, E df, then, for all A EM,,,, 
f(T,T,(A)) = f(T,(T,(A))) 
= f(T,(A)) 
= f(A). 
Moreover, if T E -42, and T(A) = 0, then 
0 = /(T(A)) 
= f’(A), 
so that 
CC,(A) = 0, l,(i<n. 
It follows that A is the zero matrix and hence that T is nonsingular. 
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and we conclude that T-l E d,. Thus the first two statements of the 
lemma have been proved. Now suppose that T(A) = IA, A # 0. Then 
and thus 
f(A) = ~W4 
= /(IA) 
= lIjP/(A). 
Since f(A) # 0 we conclude that [A[ = 1. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The group df is irreducible; i.e., there is no proper subspace 
W c Mm,, such that T(W) C W for all T c d,. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 1 we need only show that U(m, C) @ U(n, C) 
is irreducible. But it is well known (see [2, p. 551 for a convenient ref- 
erence) that, if G = {A}, H = {B} are finite matrix groups, then the 
Kronecker direct product G @ H = {A @ B: A E G, B E H} is irreducible 
if and only if G and H are irreducible. However, U(m, C) contains irreduc- 
ible finite subgroups; for example, the group of generalized permutation 
matrices of order 2mm !. This completes the proof. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1 we shall need the following 
result, which is of independent interest. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be any irreducible subgroup of the full linear group 
GL(q, C). Suppose that, for any T E G, 
/tr(T) I < K, 
where K is some fixed positive constant. Then G is equivalent to a unitary 
group. 
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Proof. We follow a method of Burnside ( [2], p. 11). Since G is irreduc- 
ible, the linear closure of G in M,,, is all of M,,,. Thus there exist q2 
linearly independent elements T,, T2,. . . , T,, of G. Let T, = (az), 
1 < k < q2, and let T = (Q) be any element of G. Then 
tr(T,T) = 2 a,kjnii, 1 < 12 < 42. (1) 
l<iJQ 
If we regard (1) as a system of q2 equations in the q2 unknowns a,i, we 
know that the coefficient matrix is nonsingular because of the linear 
independence of the matrices Tl, T,, . . . , T,*. Using Cramer’s rule, we 
can conclude that each aji is a linear combination of the numbers tr(T,T), 
1 < k < q2, with coefficients depending only on the matrices T,, T,, . . . , T,.. 
It follows that, for an appropriate positive constant L, 
lajil < K-L 1 ,< i, j < q. 
Thus the group G is bounded and we may apply Weyl’s theorem ([2], 
p. 59) to conclude that G is equivalent to a unitary group. This completes 
the proof. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1. We know from Lemma 
2 that ~2~ is an irreducible group. Moreover, Lemma 1 tells us that 
each eigenvalue of any T E df is of modulus 1. Hence, for all T E &‘,, 
Itr( T) 1 < mvz. 
But this allows us to apply Theorem 2 to &, to conclude that a nonsingular 
mn-square matrix S exists such that 
.!?lAYf.s c U(m?z, C). (2) 
But, according to Lemma 1 again, lJ(m, C) @ U(n, C) C Ss,, and so 
S-rU(m, C) @l u(n, C)S c U(m?z, C). (3) 
However, as we noted in Lemma 2, U(m, C) @ U(n, C) is irreducible and 
(3) implies that .S must be a multiple of a unitary matrix ([2], p. 18). 
But then (2) tells us that 
dfC U(mn, C) 
and the proof is complete. 
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